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Abstract. In the following pages there are presented different approaches for solving the 
same leveling network, depending on the purpose, in a way that checks the precision requirements 
imposed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
When solving a geodetic network – in this case a leveling one, the chosen method 
is influenced by obtaining of proper results concerning the adequate precision rank. Given 
the automation of computing procedures, their volume is no longer an impediment, but a 
method that requires as few calculations as possible is preferred, nonetheless giving the 
precision criterion up. In some situations, however, it is necessary to determine the 
stability rank of the network’s points, even more when the leveling network is based on a 
single known landmark (old point). 
 
MATERIAL AND METHOD 
 
Leveling networks submissions are realized with the of method geometric leveling, 
the geodesic trigonometric leveling method is rarely used. 
The leveling network under study consists in five polygons, or 11 leveling lines 
(Fig. 1). When making observations with the middle geometric leveling method precision 
tools and special invar stages were used. 
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Fig. 1. Leveling network 
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The data obtained after making the observations and preliminary calculations are 
represented in Table 1.  
                                                                 Table 1. 
Leveling 
line 
Measured 
level diff. 
Δh'ij       [m] 
N. of 
stations 
per line, 
N 
Weight 
p=1/N 
Temporary 
weights 
H'i 
[m] 
Final weights 
Hi 
[m] 
Point 
F2 - M2 0.391875 4 0.250   300.000000 F2 
ISL- F2 -0.028925 4 0.250 300.391875   M2 
F2 - M42 I 0.417700 4 0.250 300.028925   ISL 
F2 - M42 II 0.417325 7 0.143 300.417700   M42 
ISL - M2 0.362950 3 0.333 300.417325   M42 
ISL - M74AI 0.331700 8 0.125 300.360625   M74AI 
ISL - M84AI 0.356475 5 0.200 300.385400   M84AI 
M201 - M2 0.065875 5 0.200 300.326000   M201 
M201 - M74AI 0.034700 3 0.333       
M74AI - 
M84AI 
0.026055 3 0.333       
M84AI - M42 0.030857 4 0.250       
 
Data processing will be carried out by two procedures, namely: 
- using the Solver module attached to Microsoft Excel; 
- using the Mittermayer algorithm for calculating free networks. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The Solver module is often used in optimization procedures and solving a geodetic 
network is in itself such a procedure, by finding the minimum values for measurement 
errors. It is considered as known at least one point of the leveling network, in this case F2.  
The working method with this module is simple and, after the data source is 
specified conditionings and reason to obtain minimum values for measurement errors are 
known, by activating the execution command, the minimum value for [ ]vv  or [ ]pvv  is 
obtained. Moreover, corrections and possible values of the measured quantities are 
achieved. For the leveling network in Fig. 1. the input data are represented by the level 
differences measured along the leveling lines and the specific weight of each line. The 
work sheet is shown in Fig. 2. Column D contains the weights, and column E contains the 
values for the measured level differences. In column F, the one for the possible level 
differences will be copied the values measured level differences, and in column G it the 
calculus relation for corrections v  will be defined (possible level difference value minus 
the measured level difference). Column H defines the calculus relation for [ ]vv . The 
conditionings at which the network is exposed to (sum of the differences of each polygon 
level must be zero) are found in rows 18-22 on the worksheet, also the calculus relation for 
each condition is mentioned at the right of these lines in Column G. 
From the Tools menu, the Solver command activates Solver Parameters window 
(Fig.3.). In this window join the cell containing the size [ ]pvv  meant for optimization, in 
the Set Target Cell box, and the value sought for this size – Min from the box Equal to.  
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The block of the cells that request modification (possible level differences) will be 
registered in the By Changing Cells box, and in the Subject to the Constraints box are 
written the cells containing conditionings. Putting the Solve command into action, in the 
worksheet will appear the values searched for [ ]pvv , v  corrections and possible level 
differences, wereby the final value is then calculated for each share point (Fig. 4), thus 
finishing solving the leveling network. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Working sheet containing input data 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Solver Parameters window 
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Fig. 4. Working sheet after doing the calculations 
 
This way of solving, although it provides the necessary precision, doesn’t offer 
clues about the stability of the network’s points. 
To obtain informations about the network’s stability, the Mittermayer calculus 
algorithm is applied, considering that all network points are unknown.  
In this case, the system for error equations has the form: 
 
 
where: 
( )222222 '' MFFMMF hHHl ∆+−=  
( )222 '' ISLFISLFISLF hHHl ∆+−=  
( )IMFFMIMF hHHl 422242422 '' ∆+−=  
( )IIMFFMIIMF hHHl 422242422 '' ∆+−=  
( )222 ''' ISLMISLMISLM hHHl ∆+−=  
  =22MFv    +− 2Fdx  +2Mdx                                                          22MFl       ; 22MFp      
  =2ISLFv        2Fdx              +− ISLdx                                               2ISLFl        ; 2ISLFp  
  =IMFv 422 +− 2Fdx                   +IMdx 42                                      IMFl 422      ; IMFp 422  
  =NIIMFv 422 +− 2Fdx                +IIMdx 42                                      IIMFl 422     ; IIMFp 422  
  =2ISLMv                   2Mdx +− ISLdx                                               2ISLMl        ; 2ISLMp  
  =AIISLMv 74                        +− ISLdx              +AIMdx 74                 AIISLMl 74     ; AIISLMp 74           (1) 
  =AIISLMv 84                        +− ISLdx                             +AIMdx 84  AIISLMl 84     ; AIISLMp 84  
  =2201MMv               2Mdx              +− 201Mdx                                2201MMl      ; 2201MMp  
  =AIMMv 74201                                 +− 201Mdx +AIMdx 74                AIMMl 74201  ; AIMMp 74201  
  =AIAIMMv 8474                                             +− AIMdx 74 +AIMdx 84 AIAIMMl 8474 ; AIAIMMp 8474  
  =4284 AIMMv                            42Mdx                          +− AIMdx 84  4284 AIMMl    ; 4284 AIMMp  , 
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( )AIISLMISLAIMAIISLM hHHl 747474 ''' ∆+−=                                                              (2) 
( )AIISLMISLAIMAIISLM hHHl 848484 ''' ∆+−=  
( )220120122201 ''' MMMMMM hHHl ∆+−=  
( )AIMMMAIMAIMM hHHl 742012017474201 ''' ∆+−=  
( )AIAIMMAIMAIMAIAIMM hHHl 847474848474 ''' ∆+−=  
( )428484424284 '' AIMMAIMMAIMM hHHl ∆+−= ,  
 
The weights pij are determined with the equation:     
ij
ij L
p 1=   ,   respectively    
ij
ij S
p 1=                                                                     (3)
−ijL the lenght of the leveling line, [km] 
 −ijS number of stations on the leveling line 
 
 By normalization, the equations of errors in the system of equations (1) take the 
form: 
( )IIMFIMFISLFMF pppp 422422222 +++ −2Fdx 22MFp −2Mdx 2ISLFp −ISLdx IMFp 422 −IMdx 42
IIMFp 422 IIMdx 42 ( −−+ 2222 MFMF lp 2ISLFp −2ISLFl IMFp 422 −IMFl 422 IIMFp 422 ) 0422 =IIMFl  
or: 
2FP −2Fdx 22MFp −2Mdx 2ISLFp −ISLdx IMFp 422 −IMdx 42  IIMFp 422 IIMdx 42 02 =+ FE  (4) 
 
For the leveling network given, the system of equations has the form: 
 
 
 
In equations (5) the weights iP  were thus determined: 
 =2MP 2201222 MMISLMMF ppp ++  
 =ISLP AIISLMAIISLMISLMISLF pppp 847422 +++  
 =42MP 4284422422 AIMMIIMFIMF ppp ++                                                          (6) 
 =201MP AIMMMM pp 742012201 +  
 =AIMP 74 AIAIMMAIMMAIISLM ppp 84747420174 ++  
 =AIMP 84 4284847484 AIMMAIAIMMAIISLM ppp ++ , 
 
   2FP −2Fdx 22MFp −2Mdx 2ISLFp −ISLdx 422MFp IMdx 42 02 =+ FE       
22MFp− +2Fdx 2MP −2Mdx 2ISLMp −ISLdx 2201MMp 02201 =+ MM Edx  
2ISLFp− 2Fdx 2ISLMp− +2Mdx ISLP −ISLdx AIISLMp 74 −AIMdx 74 AIISLMp 84 084 =+ ISLAIM Edx  
422MFp− +2Fdx 42MP −42Mdx 4284 AIMMp 04284 =+ MAIM Edx                                                    (5) 
2201MMp− +2Mdx 201MP −201Mdx AIMMp 74201 020174 =+ MAIM Edx  
AIISLMp 74− −ISLdx AIMMp 74201 +201Mdx AIMP 74 −AIMdx 74 AIAIMMp 8474 07484 =+ AIMAIM Edx  
AIISLMp 84− −ISLdx 4284 AIMMp −42Mdx AIAIMMp 8474 +AIMdx 74 AIMP 84 08484 =+ AIMAIM Edx  
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and the free terms iE  with the expressions: 
 =2FE −− 2222 MFMF lp 2ISLMp −2ISLFl IMFp 422 −IMFl 422 IIMFp 422 IIMFl 422  
 =2ME +2222 MFMF lp 2ISLMp +2ISLMl 2201MMp 2201MMl  
 =ISLE AIISLMAIISLMAIISLMAIISLMISLMISLMISLFISLF lplplplp 848474742222 −−−  
 =42ME 42844284422422422422 AIMMAIMMIIMFIIMFIMFIMF lplplp ++                      (7) 
 =201ME AIMMAIMMMMMM lplp 742017420122012201 −−  
 =AIME 74 AIAIMMAIAIMMAIMMAIMMAIISLMAIISLM lplplp 8474847474201742017474 −+  
 =AIME 84 42844284847484748484 AIMMAIMMAIAIMMAIAIMMAIISLMAIISLM lplplp −+  
The matrix form of the normal equations system is: 
0=+ PEBPBxB TT                                                                                       (8) 
 In expression (8): 
 B  - the matrix for the multiplier of the unknown values;    
 TB - the transpose of matrix B; 
 P  - the matrix for the weights of the leveling lines; 
 E  - the column matrix for the free terms; 
 x  - the column matrix for the unknown values. 
       Given the fact that the network is tought to be free (it is assumed that all the points are 
new), the Mittermayer algorithm is used for solving the system of normal equations. 
Using the notations: 
 NPBBT =  ;  ∗= EPEBT                                                                            (9) 
relation (8) becomes: 
 0=+ ∗ENx                                                                                                 (10) 
In order to solve the system of normal equations the next steps are followed: 
a. using normal equations the system’s matrix N and the vector of the free terms ∗E  
are determined; since the matrix N has its determinant zero the system can not be 
solved; 
b. the matrix N  multiplies by itself living matrix lN  : 
   NNNl ∗=     
c. from matrix lN  we cut out a number of lines and columns which equals the 
number of the defect for matrix N ; the chosen network is a leveling one, thus the 
defect for matrix N  equals 1, so a line and a column will be eliminated from 
matrix lN , gaining the changed matrix TN ; 
d. given that 0det ≠
TN , matrix TN  is switched and it gives 
1−
TN  ; 
e. to the number of lines and columns for matrix 1−TN  is added a number of null lines 
and columns that equals the defect for matrix N  (all the elements in this 
lines/columns are zero), resulting matrix ( ) 1−NN . 
At this point the system of normal equations is solvable, the matrix for the 
unknown values is given by the relation : 
( ) ∗−−= ENNNx 1                                                                                                (12) 
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The v  corrections that are next to be applied to the measured elements (in this 
case, to the level differences), are established with the formula:  
lBxv +=                                                                                                            (13) 
In the expression with the number (13), l  represents the column matrix of the free 
terms from the error equations system (1.1). From a valuable point of view, the matrix B , 
N , ∗E , ( ) 1−NN , x , v , are represented below: 
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=
-1001000 
1-100000 
01-10000 
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0001001-
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B
 



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

















=
0.83-0.500.11-0.36-0.300.070.15
-0.500.86-0.440.08-0.150.110.03
0.11-0.440.440.000.11-0.260.05
-0.360.080.000.630.150.100.60-
-0.30-0.150.110.151.05-0.500.37-
0.070.11-0.260.10-0.500.830.34-
0.150.030.05-0.60-0.37-0.341.08
N
   
  






















−
−
−
=∗
85.0
57.0
012
48.0
12.0
01.0
21.0
E
    
( )






















=
−
0000000
018.6829.03-17.60-0.504.0211.83-
029.0350.25-23.903.2913.0312.88-
0-17.60-23.9025.885.674.0021.34
0-0.503.295.6710.6613.5411.74
04.0213.034.0013.5420.0913.21
0-11.83-12.8821.3411.7413.2123.55
1NN
   
    (14) 
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
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

−
−
−
−
−
=
814505.0
232133.0
203320.0
378703.0
113329.0
030297.0
083380.0
x
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−
−
−
−
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=
249792.0
233362.0
103813.0
173022.0
701176.0
345462.0
143626.0
079678.0
0295322
196709.0
053083.0
v
   
      The matrix for the unknown values x  can be calculated with the relation: 
 ∗−= EQx x                                                                                                           (15) 
 ( ) ( ) NNNNNNNQx 11 −−= - the matrix for the cofactors of the unknown 
values (16) 
      The unknown values x  calculated with the equation (15) are identical with those 
determined with equation (12). Using the measured level differences, the temporary 
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weights and the possible corrections v and unknown values x  the possible level 
differences and the final values of the weights are determined: 
 xHH ii += '                (17) 
 vhh ijij +∆=∆ '                             (18) 
Pentru evaluarea preciziei se calculează abaterea standard a unităţii de pondere 0s  
şi abaterile necunoscutelor ix  notată cu xis : 
To assess the accuracy, the standard deviation of the weight unit 0s  and the 
deviations for the unknown values ix  noted with xis  are calculated: 
20.198264460 == +− dkn Pvv
Ts [mm/km]                          (19) 
xixixi Qss 0=                  (20) 
The final values are represented in Table 2. 
                                                                       
 Table 2. 
Leveling line 
Measured 
level diff. 
Δh'ij 
[m] 
Corrections v 
[m] 
Possible 
level diff. 
Δhij      [m] 
Temporary 
weights 
H'i 
[m] 
Unknown 
values 
x 
[m] 
Final weights 
Hi 
[m] 
Point 
Individual 
error 
[mm] 
F2 - M2 0.391875 0.000053 0.391928 300.000000 -0.000083 299.999917 F2 0.292063 
ISL- F2 -0.028925 -0.000197 -0.029122 300.391875 -0.000030 300.391845 M2 0.263978 
F2 - M42 I 0.417700 -0.000295 0.417405 300.028925 0.000113 300.029038 ISL 0.214672 
F2 - M42 II 0.417325 0.000080 0.417405 300.417700 -0.000379 300.417321 M42 0.373587 
ISL - M2 0.362950 -0.000144 0.362806 300.417325 -0.000379 300.417321 M42 0.373587 
ISL-M74AI 0.331700 -0.000345 0.331355 300.360625 -0.000203 300.360422 M74AI 0.425562 
ISL-M84AI 0.356475 0.000701 0.357176 300.385400 -0.000232 300.385168 M84AI 0.314102 
M201 - M2 0.065875 0.000173 0.066048 300.326000 0.000815 300.326815 M201 0.257565 
M201- M74AI 0.034700 -0.000104 0.034596      
M74AI - M84AI 0.026055 -0.000233 0.025822      
M84AI - M42 0.030857 0.000250 0.031107      
  
CONCLUSIONS 
 
  The results obtained with the two methods (results shown in Fig. 4 and Table 2) 
are identical to the sixth decimal for the corrections v  and for the possible differences in 
level ijh∆ .Regarding the final values of the rates, the differences are less than 10-4 m, 
except mark M201 – in witch case the difference is 0,9mm, respectively mark M84AI with 
a difference of 1,1mm. The different values obtained for the aforementioned marks from 
processing the network as a free one indicates that the network’s points are not as stable, as 
confirmed by subsequent measurements for the two points. 
It can be said that the procedure of solving geodetic networks using the Solver 
module is fast and provides high accuracy in processing the measured quantities, but offers 
no clues about the stability rank of the points. As for the Mittermayer algorithm for 
calculating free networks, even if it is laborious and requires attention in defining the 
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calculation relations, it provides information about the stability rank of each of the 
network’s points. Thus, depending on the purpose to which the geodetic network serves to, 
the method will be chosen accordingly. 
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